Welcome to Cloud Cover IT
Here for your Digital Journey

Our digital journey starts in 2012 when Co-Founder and Managing Director, Lance Gauld,
launched Cloud Cover IT.
We started off as an IT Infrastructure Business with Helpdesk Support for businesses in and
around the central belt of Scotland. As Cloud Services and technology moved forward, we
identified the need to diversify our offering to include some of the many vital services a
Company may need to support day-to-day operations. This included telephony, Microsoft
365 integration, backup disaster recovery and providing managed IT services.
In 2016, we became Microsoft Gold Partners and took a huge step in growing our Microsoft
Consultancy offering. From here, we launched our Product Development and Cloud
Infrastructure team to push forward the next stage of the business.
We can’t take all the credit for our growth and would like to thank Scottish Enterprise for
enabling our diversification into product development and supporting us in taking on more
staff to cope with an ever-growing customer base. The funding Cloud Cover IT received
meant that we are on our way to achieving growth both in local markets and expanding into
international markets.
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The Leadership team is here to ensure your Digital
Journey goes smoothly. A wealth of experience among
them, you are sure to be in safe hands.
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understand modern businesses
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Transformation teams optimise your
roadmap to ensure you are getting
the most from your system and
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The Digital Transformation team are
here to help your business create new

insights with your data through the
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It’s a world of endless possibilities. We
will work with you to help you
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This includes using AI and automation
to support analytics and make a
transformative journey.

Some Product Examples

Bot

Scenario
Remote and Hybrid working have made it

increasingly difficult for managers to
assess the collective and individual mood
of their teams. Simple engagements like
"How are you doing?" aren't as easy as
the once were. Unnoticed issues and
trends can be a significant issue and our
team decided to look at ways to help this.
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Guage.it uses your Azure directory and

Microsoftto365
the organisational structures
put
together a group where you are able to
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send daily cards asking those team

members how there
day was
– feedback
Disaster
Recovery
is then presented to the manager
anonymously for theirTelephony
review.
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Bot

Scenario
When carrying out repetitive

processes/services such as onboarding,
workshops and training we often keep
track of stages using spreadsheets that
are difficult to manage and keep up to
date. Check.it allows you to create
template checklists that can be utilised by
your organisation, these can be shared in

groups, teams, or even yourself.
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As the tasks are checked
off, the
team/individual can clearly see who
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carried out the task and what is still

outstanding - this
is ideal for
a project
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where a client (external user) is
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collaborating and have
tasks within the
process to complete.
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Bot

Scenario
As an IT Managed Service Provider we rely on

clients raising support tickets to our
ConnectWise Helpdesk, this allows us to
manage and resolve each ticket within our SLA.
As more and more communication is driven
through Microsoft Teams with our clients, we
have created a Microsoft Teams messaging

extension which allows us to take a message
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from a client and turn it into a ticket through

Microsoft
the use of ConnectWise’s
open365
API’s.
IT Infrastructure
Disaster Recovery
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Tab

Holiday Request
Application

Scenario
The Holiday App aims to streamline the

booking process that currently takes place.
Built through the Power Platform, the
holiday system allows staff to book holidays
through Viva Connections, review holiday
requests and automatically sends notices to
Line Managers calendars saving you an

added admin task.
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For Line Managers,Microsoft
the system 365
allows you to
manage sick leave, carry over holidays from
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previous financial years and holiday

allowances saving
you timeRecovery
and additional
Disaster
admin. All approved requests are added to

Telephony
both the staff members
and Managers
Outlook Calendar.

Scenario
Cloud Cover IT are currently developing a

Microsoft 365 Solution aimed at Care
Homes.
Through the use of Dataverse, Power
Platform and Shift we are building a
solution that can be easily installed and
customised as more and more Care

Homes are utilising Microsoft Licences.
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Microsoft
Core modules include
HR, CRM,365
Rostering, T&A and Care Management.
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What our Clients say

Loganair is Scotland’s airline. With its first flight in 1962, Loganair travels to destinations
across Europe, Scandinavia and the British Isles. Based at Glasgow Airport, the airline has
hubs throughout, and is now the largest operator of domestic routes in, the UK.

“The team were extremely engaging when
it came to our SharePoint migration. Their
professional approach to the
implementation really shone through.
“This was a significant change in our

Business Challenge
Loganair had identified it was heavily reliant on on-premise infrastructure for
organisational data, and it was keen to reduce this in alignment with its wider IT
strategy. Loganair required a solution which offered security, productivity, and
collaboration while also meeting data compliance requirements.

infrastructure with some eyebrows raised
when we decided to take the business in
this direction. Cloud Cover really helped

settle those fears and aided in showing

The Solution

the benefits of the implementation.

• Leading SharePoint data migration project from on-premises file server

IT Managed Services
Microsoft 365

“The support from the team post

IT Infrastructure

migration has been excellent! They are
always happy to Disaster
jump on aRecovery
call to go over
things and answer any queries we may
have.”

Telephony
Rob Millar, Head of IT

• Working with Loganair to support technology change management
• Delivering training to upskill users on security, collaboration and productivity
benefits associated with SharePoint and wider Microsoft 365 environment

WGM Engineering is one of Scotland’s leading engineering solution providers. Offering a
unique service with mechanical, electrical, and civil engineering. WGM Engineering
provides its clients with a full service in strategically located service centres and its large
workforce of field-based engineers.

The insight and expertise of Cloud Cover

Business Challenge

were vital in identifying and implementing

WGM Engineering needed a time recording solution for employees that delivered
against commercial and payroll needs. With much of the work force being mobile
engineers at various locations and working on a wide variety of jobs, it was
imperative managers and directors understood how engineer’s time was being
spent to effectively manage client expectations as well as needs of the engineers.
Additional applications were required for Service Centre and Office staff to
support day-to-day operations.

the best solution for recording employee
time within WGM. This is a complex issue
with the solution needing to fit our own
payroll and commercial needs as well as
that of our clients and contractors.
“Cloud Cover have provided experienced

and customer-focused developers to

The Solution

work closely with us on their user-friendly

• Bespoke application development via Microsoft Power Platform including

IT Managed Services

and future-proof application
Microsoftwhile
365

PowerApps, Power Automate and SharePoint

maintaining great communication with us

• Dedicated applications for Field, Service Centre and Office Staff

at all stages.”

• Integration with existing business practices and systems

IT Infrastructure

Disaster Recovery

Graham Aitken, Systems Trainer

Telephony

• Reporting Facility providing accuracy to line managers, payroll and billing
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